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Abstract-A short proof-of the generalized F& di Bruno formula is given and an explicit param- 
etrization of the set of indices involved in the coefficient of a specific term of the formula is provided. 
An application is also included. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Generalized Fa& di Bruno’s formula-an extension of the original Fait diBruno formula [l] to 
multivariate functions-is useful in different domains of analysis, statistics, and computational 
calculus; for example, see (2-71, and for a discussion of the computational aspects, also see [8]. 
Since [l], several different proofs of this formula have been given, notably, [5,9-151. In this letter, 
we wish to present a short proof of such a formula as the aforementioned approaches are lengthy 
and involved. Moreover, we feel that our method of proof (based on the multiplicative structure of 
higher-order cotangent spaces) clarifies, in addition, the origin of the strange numerical coefficients 
and the orders of derivatives in the formula. Although higher-order cotangent spaces are well 
known, they have not been used before to this end. Remark that the multiplicative structure of 
first-order cotangent spaces vanish identically. Hence, this structure is only relevant to higher 
order. 
As an application of the generalized Fab diBruno’s formula, we obtain a linear recurrence 
procedure to calculate higher-order derivatives of the inverse mapping. 
First, of all, let us introduce some notations. Multi-indices of length n are the elements a! = 
(Qlr * *. , a,,) in Nn. The order of Q: is ICXJ = cq +. . . + (Ye. We set CY! = crl!. . .a,,!, and O! = 1. 
Let us consider two open subsets U C_ Rn, V c Iw”, and two differentiable maps of class 2 T, 
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If (Xl,. . . ,&I), (Yl,. . . , y,,,) are the standard coordinates in U, V, respectively, then we set f = 
(fly. . . , fm), where fi = yi o f, yo = f (Ice), and 20 E U. 
THEOREM 1. With the previous notations and assumptions, the following formula holds: 
(1.1) 
where 
E, = (el,l, . . . , emam l<i<m _ , (1.2) 
lCX’l=l 
and 
.  I  
r = IQ/, Aa = (al,. . ,cP) : 1 5 1~~~1 5 T, 1 5 i 5 m, 2 2 ei,i . (yi = (y . (1.3) 
i=l l&l=1 
2. PROOF OF GENERALIZED FAA DI BRUNO’S FORMULA 
2.1. Preliminaries and Notations 
First, we recall some basic notions from higher-order differential geometry. Let mzo be the 
maximal ideal of differentiable functions vanishing at SO; i.e., msO = {F E CzT(V) : F(Q) = 0}, 
where CzT(U) stands for the ring of germs of P’ functions defined on some neighbourhood of the 
point x0 E U. Notationally, we do not distinguish between a differentiable function F defined on 
a neighbourhood of xo and its germ at x0. Let us denote by m&, the rth power of m,, . We use the 
well-known fact, that rnzz’ coincides with the function vanishing with all its partial derivatives 
up to order T at x0; that is, rn;zr = {F E Cg(U) : =(x0) = 0, Ia1 5 r}. The quotient vector 
space mzO /m;;t’ is called the space of rth -order differentials-or the rth-order cotangent space- 
at x0. Observe that mso/mzo ?+l admits a multiplicative structure inherited from the quotient ring 
C~V-J)lm&?. If [.I stands for cosets in mzO/mzO “+I, then we define the rth-order differential of 
a function F E Cg(U) t a x0 by d;,F = [F - F(zo)]. Note that F - F(xo) E mz,, . For every 
multi-index (Y E N”, 1 5 1~11 5 T, we set 
w, = [(x - x~)~] = [(x1 - xo1)a1 . . . (x, - x,,,J-‘] = (dTxl)*’ . . . (d’x,)‘=” , 
where the products of the rth -order differentials are taken with respect to the multiplicative 
structure of mso/mjzl. Then, {w, : 1 < ICXJ 5 r} is a basis of mzO/m$l. Moreover, for every 
F E C=y(U), we have 
(2.1) 
2.2. Naturality 
Every C” mapping f: U --+ V, such that f (50) = yo, induces an W-linear map f *: mu0 /rn&+’ 
- mso/m;$l, by setting f*([G]) = [Go f], for every G E myO. The definition makes sense since 
ifG1-GzEmj;,+l,thenG1of-Gzof =(G1-Gz)of Em,, r+l. This follows taking into account 
that G(yo) = 0 implies (G o f)(xo) = 0, and that, for every Gr, GS E C*:(V), X E R, we have: 
(1) (Gl+Gz)of =Glof+Gzof, 
(2) (XGl) of = X(Gr of), and 
(3) (Gl.Gz)of =(Glof).(Gzof). 
Taking cosets modulo rn;Tl in Items (1) and (2) above, we also obtain the linearity of f *. 
Note that from Item (3), we deduce that f * further preserves the multiplicative structure of the 
space of rth-order differentials; i.e., f*(ql . r/2) = f*(q) . f*(q2), t/~l,r/~ E m,/mLzl. Moreover, 
from the very definition of f * , we also have f * (d&G) = dLo (G o f) , V G E (7: (V). 
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2.3. Proof of Formula (1.1) 
In order to prove formula (l.l), we first assume that f and g are of class P. Then we have 
g*(d&z) = dL,,g, where z stands for the standard coordinate on the real line. Hence, 
G, (9 O f) = f* ($I* (dZ,z)) = f* (q&7) . (24 
Let us denote by {q,}, cr E W, 101 = 1, , . . , T, the standard basis of rn,/rnC,+r; i.e., 
770 = KY - Yo)“l = KY1 - Yolr .. . (Yn - Yo?nrml = (~j;,YJ’ . *. (~;oY??p . 
From formula (2.1), we have 
r 1 @lg %3’y,s = c y+AYobb. 
/u/=1 . 
Hence, 
f* (dr,g) = 2 CT!? (Yo) (f* ((qoYl)gl *. * ($&l)Qm)) 
lo,=1 cd +J” 
= 2 -gy (Yo) (f* (qoY1))ul . . . (f* (d;oYm))c” 
lal=l 
T 1 @lg 
= c -~ (Yo> (4Jl>01 *-. (dP,,fnl>om 1 
lol=l 
a! ay" 
and again applying (2.1) in order to develop each d&fi, from (2.2), we obtain 
By applying the multinomial formula, for calculating the power of a polynomial, i.e., 
(a1 + ’ *. + a/y = 
e,+...+e,,=k 
el! .“!. ,,,q . . . a?, 
we obtain 
= 2 $2 (Yo)fi 
(al=1 . i=l 
( 
c 
( > 
Ui! p l ( $g! (zo)w,i eui 
C~.+, e,i=oi 
II-( 
) 
,a’(=l e,*. . 
)I 
where e,i is a nonnegative integer depending on the multi-index czyi. Separating the wu-component 
on both sides, we obtain the desired formula. 
Next, assume that f is of class Cm, but g is of class C”, s 2 T, so that the left- and right-hand 
sides of formula (1.1) are still defined. Set Pf (g) = q and 
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Endowing C”(U) with its natural FYechet algebra topology of class C”, for every k 2 0, and 
every open subset U c IV, we have two continuous mappings Pf,.Qf: C”(V) --+ C”-‘(U), which 
coincide over the dense subset C”(V) c C”(V). H ence, Pf = Q, or equivalently, formula (1.1) 
also holds true when g is of class 1 r. Finally, if we assume that f as well as g are both of 
class Cg, s 2 r, then we can similarly define continuous operators Ps, Q9: C”(U, V) + C+‘(U), 
which coincide over the dense subset C”(U, V) c C”( U, V), thus, finishing the proof. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
In this section, we assume that m = n and that f: U -+ V is a diffeomorphism of class 2 r. We 
shall use formula (1.1) in order to provide a linear recurrent method of computing high partial 
derivatives of the inverse mapping f-r: V --+ U. We denote by gi = (f-‘)i = xi of-’ the ith 
componentoff-‘,fori=l,... , n, and by J the Jacobian matrix off at so; i.e., J = (Jij)r<i,j<n, 
Jij = Z(Q). The matrix J is viewed as a linear map J: R” -+ iR*. 
For e(ery r 1 1, let SPWn. be the vector space of totally symmetric tensors of degree r on IV. 
As is well known, J induces a linear map S’(J): STIR?’ --$ S’lP defined by the formula 
S’ (J) (vl o . . @ v,) = J(q) @ .a J(z),.), wl,...,wTERn, 
where o stands for symmetric product. Let (VI,. , w,) be the standard basis of W”. Then, 
is a basis of S’R”. Let (Joa), [al = IpI = r, be the matrix of S’(J) in this basis; i.e., 
5’” (J) (wp) = c Ja#, IPI = 7.. 
lal=r 
It is not difficult to see that det(S’(J)) = (det J)‘. Taking into account that 
zz J-‘, Yo = f (x0), 
lli,j<n 
as follows from the inverse mapping theorem, and also that w = 0, for Icrj = I- > 2, by 
separating the highest partial derivatives of 9; on the left-hand side of formula (l.l), for every 
loI = r 1 2, we deduce the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. With the above hypotheses and notations, we have 
c J,,$ (YO) = %, I4 = T, 
IPI=r 
(ST) 
where 
r-1 
Hence, once systems (Sl), . . , ($.-I) have been explicitly solved, system (27,) provides the values 
of the rth-order partial derivatives of the components of the inverse mapping. 
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